
Daily Conversation 1
I’m a job hopper!

Questions: 
Teacher, make sure that students always answer in complete sentences with correct grammar 
and pronunciation.

1. Name all the jobs according to the photo. After naming each make a short job description. 

2. What is your dream job? How do you make sure that you will achieve having it in the future?

3. What is the best job with a high pay nowadays? Justify your answer. 

4. What’s the job that you don’t want to have? Why? 

5. What is the most important job for our society at present times? Why?

6. In choosing a career, what are the things that you need to consider? 

7. How can a person make sure that he/she will land in a very good job? 
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Role Play
Read the following conversation with correct pronunciation and diction. 

Lana Please wish me luck for tomorrow, Roy.

Roy Oh, why's that ? Are you getting married ?

Lana Very funny. No, I've got an interview for an HR manager's job with a television 
company.

Roy Well done ! I'm sure you'll get the job.

Lana I'm not so sure. I'm a bit worried about how they'll see my resume.

Roy What's the problem ?

Lana Well, I've moved companies quite a bit over the past few years and I'm afraid they 
might think I'm a job hopper.

Comprehension questions and opinions:
Teacher, make sure that students always answer in complete sentences with correct grammar 
and pronunciation.

1. What are the two speakers talking about?

2. Is Lana getting married? Why is he asking Roy to wish her luck? 

3. What makes Lana feel so worried? Is there a reason for her to be worried? Why or why not? 

4. What is a “job hopper”?

5. If you will be Lana’s future employer, will you also be worried that she is a job hopper? Explain 
your reasons? 

6. Make a guess. What do you think are the reasons why Lana keeps on changing her jobs?

7. In today’s economy do you think it is normal for a person to be a job hopper? Justify your 
answer.

8. Is there a better way that a person can do not to be a job hopper? Make suggestions. 
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HOMEWORK：Choose the best answer

adj. conditional

rendezvous

contingent

arraign

euphony

adj. rickety; falling apart

laudable

ramshackle

pernicious

unassuaged

v. form into grains

diversity

relapse

acclimate

granulate

n. lizard that changes color in different 

situations

chameleon

scruple

depredation

whimsical

adj. unfavorable; hostile

matriarch

invulnerable

adverse

condole

n. substance causing vomiting

refractory

imponderable

eloquence

emetic

adj. having the title of an office without the 

obligations

unsullied

titular

reciprocal

inflated

v. give up temporarily; yield

waive

miscellany

argot

remiss

v. lower; degrade

abase

camaraderie

nondescript

disinclination

adj. hot-tempered

conflagration

lilliputian

choleric

surmount

Use the followingwords in sentences. 
1. diversity-______________________________________________________________
2. laudable-_______________________________________________________________
3. eloquence- _____________________________________________________________
4. inflated-_______________________________________________________________ 
5. camaraderei-____________________________________________________________
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